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Why measure your institution’s digital health?

A healthy brand delivers consistent, memorable, and differentiated experiences. Your success 
depends on engaging consumers in the moments that matter.
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Source: https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/marketing-resources/micro-moments/4-new-moments-every-marketer-should-know/
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Digital Health Check-up #1
Web Presence



Are you managing your total web presence?
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Local search is the new market.

Brick and mortar institutions have a competitive edge: having a local presence increases the 
opportunity of discovery. Consider these trends:
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• 60 percent of consumers still prefer to open 

an account in-branch.1

• 38 percent of consumers rank branch 

proximity as the reason for choosing or 

switching institutions2

• 94 percent of business searches start online3

• 76 percent of local mobile searchers visit a 

brick and mortar store within a day or less of 

their search4



The center of your brand universe? Consumers.
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More customer interaction points than ever 
with new consumer services
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Your website is only the beginning.

Proprietary and Confidential

1st-Party Web Traffic

73 percent of high-intent traffic is going to new services

Search, Maps, Directories, Voice, Chat

Study of 20,107 business locations conducted by Yext in February 2017. “High-intent traffic” represents mobile searches for nearby businesses.

Source: Closser, Shane, “The Digital Evolution in the Mortgage Market,” Yext.com, May 10, 2018.
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Are you easy for account holders to access?

When consumers find wrong or missing information, they are less likely to turn to you for future 
needs. Mergers and acquisitions can result in missing or duplicate records of branches online.
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Source: Yext.com

Accuracy of Business Data Online Study
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Digital Health Check-up #2
Digital Knowledge



Are you optimizing your digital knowledge?

Digital knowledge management is more than just location information. It’s about delivering 
rich content and distinct brand experiences across the digital universe.
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Are you managing your brand relevance?
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Brands that deliver compelling, consistent and accurate information everywhere consumers 
search stand to attract more consumers than those institutions that don’t. 



Voice search is on the rise.

Voice is the fastest growing type of search. The one-result-only model is putting pressure on 
institutions to have accurate and detailed information — everywhere.
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Digital Health Check-up #3
Customer Experience



Is your digital brand supporting your acquisition goals?

Delivering the best possible customer experience with your digital brand is critical to attracting 
qualified prospects, increasing online and offline traffic, and expanding the reach of your product 
and service promotions.
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Are you delivering distinct customer experiences?

• Add new products and services

• Manage customer services

• Change your hours of operation

• Announce closures due to weather, natural disasters 
or emergencies

• Share a great new customer experience across the 
web and on Facebook

• Promote time-sensitive marketing campaigns 
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Get the right information to the right consumer at the right time and stand apart from the competition.  
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Digital Health Check-up #4
Performance



Are you acquiring new account holders?

Each consumer touchpoint is an opportunity to engage consumers, increase conversions and 
strengthen account holder relationships. 
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Best auto loan rates?

No-fee checking?

Nearest ATM?
?

?



Are you optimizing your marketing campaigns?
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Attract qualified prospects, expand your reach and position yourself in social media. A 
healthy brand ensures you’re discoverable when prospects are ready to take action.



Are you getting the most from your marketing spend?
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A healthy brand is a strategic asset to help you optimize your online presence, increase 
online and offline traffic, and drive measurable business growth.



Questions?

For a copy of today’s presentation please email Rachel.Stephens@HarlandClarke.com
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BAI Beacon: Lighting the Way Forward

Register by July 31 and save 30%.  Learn more at BAIBeacon.com
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Bright Minds, Brilliant 
Connections

Learn from and engage with 
thought leaders from both in 
and outside of the financial 

services world.

Global Innovation, Practical 
Application

Hear how the rest of the 
world is driving innovation –

and find ways to leverage 
those ideas in your 

organization.

Big Ideas, Fully Implementable
Discover new BAI research and 

vetted Fintech solutions that can 
be put to work for your 

organization today.

October 9-11 | Orlando, FL




